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This material was used by Elliott Davis during an oral presentation; it is not a complete record of 

the discussion. This presentation is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey 

specific advice. It should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular situation or 

circumstances without first consulting the appropriate advisor. No part of the presentation may be 

circulated, quoted, or reproduced for distribution without prior written approval from Elliott Davis.

Disclaimer
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Before We Begin

Submit your questions 

anytime using the Q&A 

function in the control panel

In the handouts section:

• Copy of the slides

• Speaker Biographies

The recording will be available 

on our website within a few 

days of the broadcast

For CPE credit, please answer the 

polling questions throughout the 

webinar and the survey at the end.  

Certificates will be emailed by the end 

of the month.
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Today’s Agenda

• Lauren Nilan and Brandon Paul

Economic Hot Topics and Financial Reporting

• Mark Scriven

CECL Implementation Update – CECL Validation Expectations

• Christopher Anderson

Regulatory Updates

• Mark Scriven

Questions
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The Great Resignation/ Great Reshuffling

• Wage pressures for entry level employees

• Individualized arrangements may be required

• Consider remote employees to fill specialized 
/highly skilled roles

• Internal Controls Implications
• Back up control performers identified
• Timeliness of control performance

• Potential ALLL/ACL Qualitative Factor



Consumer Overdraft Fees

• Increased regulatory scrutiny
• FIL 40-2022

• Increased opportunity for litigation

• Large banks publicly change policies

• Core provider will need to assist in change

• Identify replacement sources of income



Excise tax on Repurchased Corporate Stock

• 1% excise tax of the fair market value of any stock 
repurchased by a covered corporation
• Applies to both national exchanges (i.e. NYSE, 

NASDAQ) and over-the-counter (i.e. OTCQX)

• Applies to repurchases made after 12/31/22

• Consider the excise tax part of the cost basis of 
the treasury stock.

• Stock buybacks less attractive in current market



Rising Interest Rates



Unrealized Gains (Losses)



Investment Securities

• Held to Maturity
• Transfer from AFS
• Classify at purchase

• OTTI?
• General market conditions vs. specific information for industry/issuer
• Intent and ability to retain for sufficient time to allow recovery of market value

• CECL?
• Similar approach to evaluation for credit losses
• Length of time security has been in an unrealized loss position is no longer 

applicable

• Dampening M&A desires



Net Interest Margin Trends



Balance Sheet Management

• How sticky are those deposits?

• Core deposits remain integral

• Secondary sources of liquidity

• Impact on growth strategies

• Full steam ahead or a cool down coming?



Inflation



Asset Quality Trends



Areas of Credit Risk

• Retail

• Commercial Real Estate

• Housing

• Consumer Debt

• Small Business Lending



Retail Credit 

• Return to pre-pandemic operations

• Largely minimal delinquency levels

• Consider the impact of inflation on consumers

• Variable rate loans could pose repayment risk

• Talent retention

• Loosening underwriting standards 

• Online vs physical presence?



Commercial Real Estate

• Hot topic amongst most financial institutions

• Office vs Remote 

• CRE valuation and demand



Housing

• Rising rate environment impacting home values/ fixed household income

• Home price growth rate set record in 2021

• Decline in demand in 2022



Consumer Debt

• Government stimulus packages in 2021

• Consumer loan portfolios increased



Small Business Lending

• Impact of inflation on customers

• PPP impact and looking ahead

• Operations returning to normal

• Supply chain considerations

• Labor shortages



Rate environment & Credit risk

• Maintain adequate staffing within credit department

• Understand vulnerabilities within loan portfolio

• Impact of variable rate loans and repayment

• Delinquency is a lagging indicator of credit risk

• Looking ahead – next steps



Stress Testing the Portfolio

• Top-Down Approach

• Loan Portfolio Segments

• Compare loss history by segment against peers

• Stress loss rates for different scenarios

• Bottom-Up approach

• Looking at specific loans with highest risk of loss

• Stress operating income of specific borrowers

• Stress property values



CECL Implementation Update –
CECL Validation Expectations
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• Difference between Audit and Model Validation

• Model Validation includes:

• Evaluating conceptual soundness - assessing the quality of the model’s design and construction

• Ongoing monitoring - verifying that the model is implemented correctly, is performing as 

intended, and that internal and external data inputs are accurate, complete, and consistent with 

the model’s design

• Outcomes analysis - compares the model’s outputs to actual real-world outcomes using a 

variety of statistical tests, including back-testing

CECL Validation Expectations
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• Regulatory guidance on Model Risk Management includes, but is not limited to:

• Frequently Asked Questions on the New Accounting Standard on Financial Instruments –
Credit Losses, FIL-20-2019, April 3, 2019,

• Joint Statement on the New Accounting Standard on Financial Instruments – Credit Losses, 
FIL-39-2016, June 17, 2016,

• Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management, FIL-22-2017, June 7, 2017, and

• FRB: Supervisory Letter on Model Risk Management, SR 11-7, April 4, 2011.

CECL Validation Expectations



CECL Validation Expectations
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• Size of institution

• Frequency

• Model methodology

• Adequacy of reserve

• Communication with auditor and examiner



CECL Validation Results
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• Timing expectations – work backwards

• Extra time will likely be needed:

• Multiple methodologies

• Data errors

• Oversight of key assumptions

• Evaluation of peer dataset

• Evaluation of qualitative factors

• Confirm scope of engagement

• Model risk management governance



CECL Validation – Pitfalls
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• Qualitative Factors

• Reasonableness and relevance

• Anchoring to underlying scales

• Numerical range of factors

• Governance and Documentation

• Policies, procedures, key assumptions, etc.

• Sensitivity Analysis

• Key Controls

• Other



Regulatory Updates
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• Crypto Assets – increased focus

• SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin (“SAB”) 121

• SAB 121 – To whom does it apply?

• FDIC FIL 35-2022

• Additional resources

Agenda



1. Crypto assets are one of the SEC’s Division of Examinations 2022 examination priorities. 

a. Announced the addition of the “Crypto Assets and Cyber Unit” in the Division of 

Enforcement and will increase the unit to 50 positions, with the goal of protecting 

investors in crypto markets and from cyber related threats. 

Crypto Assets



March 31, 2022 – SEC issued Staff Accounting Bulletin (SAB) 121

a. Provided guidance for entities filing financial statements with the SEC that provide crypto asset custody 

services.

b. SEC believes this guidance will enhance the information provided to investors/users of the financial statements. 

c. Answered 3 questions:

i. How should an entity account for its obligations to safeguard crypto assets held for platform users?

ii. What disclosure would the staff expect an entity to provide regarding its safeguarding obligations for crypto 

assets held for its platform users? 

iii. How and when should an entity initially apply the guidance on this topic in its financial statements?

d. Significant judgment might be required to determine the applicability of SAB 121

SAB 121



a. SAB 121 - Given the new guidance, entities should take steps to determine if the new accounting and disclosure 

guidance applies.

b. A reporting entity within the scope of SAB 121 must record a liability for its obligation to safeguard crypto assets 

(“safeguarding liability”), which is both initially and subsequently measured at the fair value of the safeguarded 

crypto assets. The entity would record a corresponding asset (“safeguarding asset”) measured on the same 

basis as the safeguarding liability. 

c. SAB 121 also requires disclosure of the nature and amount of crypto assets being safeguarded, an entity’s 

accounting policy for safeguarding activities, how the fair value of safeguarded crypto assets is determined, and 

potentially other information about risks and uncertainties arising from the entity’s safeguarding activities. 

d. SAB 121 is effective for financial statements covering the first interim or annual reporting period ending after 

June 15, 2022

Overview



a. Guidance does not address how changes in fair value of the liability and asset should be

reflected in the income statement

b. It does address that the asset may differ from the liability due to “potential loss events,

such as theft”

Additional information



a. Entities subject to Staff Accounting Bulletins issued by the SEC

i. Public entities, and entities whose financial statements are filed with the SEC under Rules 3-09 and 3-05 of the SEC Act of
1934.

b. Issuer entities, and entities with submitted or filed registration statements reporting under U.S. GAAP.

c. Entities that are submitting or filing an offering statement

d. Does NOT apply if your entity is not involved (directly or indirectly) with safeguarding crypto assets

e. Private operating companies whose financial statements are included in filings with the SEC in connection with
a business combination involving a shell company, including a special purpose acquisition company (“SPAC”)

f. In short, this guidance applies to those entities that safeguard crypto assets on behalf of other parties, including
maintaining the private key information necessary to access the crypto assets.

i. Custody arrangements

ii. Wallet services

iii. Collateral agreements

iv. Trading platforms

SAB 121 – To whom does it apply?



a. July 29, 2022 – FDIC issued Financial Institution Letter (“FIL”) to address certain
misrepresentations about FDIC insurance by some crypto companies.

b. During 2022, some crypto companies have suspended withdrawals or halted operations.
In some cases, these companies have represented to their customers that their products
are eligible for FDIC deposit insurance coverage, which may lead customers to believe
that their money or investments are safe.

c. FIL includes a fact sheet for consumers, but also mentions that there can be
legal/regulatory risk for FDIC-insured Banks who have partnered with third-party
companies offering crypto.

FIL – 35 – 2022



a. AICPA has issued “Accounting for and auditing of digital assets” practice aid which has
some guidance for non-SEC filers/those not subject to SAB 121

b. FASB update on crypto accounting guidance – added a broad project to technical agenda
in 2022, due to many requests.

i. Could take many years to complete due to the process of creating GAAP principles

ii. Currently accounted for as an intangible asset

c. Fed issued a letter (SR Letter 22-6) on August 16, 2022, directing state member banks to
notify examiner contact prior to engaging in activity related to crypto

i. The sector presents opportunities, but also comes with many potential “hazards”,

including cybersecurity and financial stability.

ii. Those already engaged should contact the Fed “promptly”

Additional resources



Questions?
We’re here to help!



October 13, 2022

FSG Credit Risk Webinar

November 16, 2022

FSG Risk Management, Compliance 
& Internal Audit Forum

December 8, 2022

FSG Finance, Accounting and 
Strategy Forum

Upcoming 
Financial 
Services 
Group 
Forums

Register for these & all other 
Elliott Davis webinars at 

www.elliottdavis.com/events
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